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Across South Africa, rural students are restricted from opportunity. Due to their geographic distance 
from urban centers and lack of regional resources, these youth are unfairly excluded from participating in 
extracurricular and leadership experiences. This inhibits individual and community development, student 
success in secondary school and university, and job prospects for even the brightest students. The 
Sustainable Student Opportunity Fund (SSOF) would allow Imagine Scholar to provide valuable 
experiential learning opportunities (ELOs) to students who otherwise would not have them. 
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What Are ELOs? 

As Imagine Scholar has established itself as a youth development pioneer in the region, it has generated 
more partnerships with local businesses, community leaders, educational institutions and service 
organizations. These partnerships have blossomed into an increasing number of ELOs. 

The funding for ELOs has come through small-scale fundraisers run by staff members as opportunities 
have arisen. This model has provided flexibility and responsiveness, both of which are imperative to 
facilitating opportunities in isolated, rural areas. If funds are not raised quickly, the opportunity 
disappears, as do the potential benefits. Formal funding systems, such as grants, are unable to support 
these opportunities due to lengthy cycle timelines and no guarantee of funding; furthermore, grants are 
rarely willing to fund small-scale projects by themselves. 

However, the growing number of ELOs is outpacing our small staff’s ability to fund them. Continuing to 
use the current model will prevent new ELOs from forming, inhibit the scope and magnitude of ELOs and 
their intended benefits, decrease critical staff/student interactions as more time must be dedicated to 
fundraising, and weaken donor relationships due to repeated asks. Most importantly, without a more 
stable form of funding, Imagine Scholar cannot maintain a dynamic learning environment that supports 
possibility, entrepreneurship, and empowerment. 

ELOs are low-cost, innovative opportunities that allow 
students to gain practical skills and/or knowledge. ELOs 
are either internal or external. Internal ELOs are 
opportunities that Imagine Scholar is able to facilitate 
independently, such as student-led community 
development projects (primary school reading programs, 
secondary school teenage skills seminars, etc.), and 
student clubs (entrepreneurship club, journalism club, 
etc.). External ELOs are opportunities that Imagine 
Scholar identifies and then assists students to participate 
in, such as the Mpumalanga Electric Vehicle Challenge, 
the South African Junior Chess Championships, and job 
shadows (local hospitals, dental offices, etc.). 

ELOs are a vital component to the Imagine Scholar program. The ability to explore, create and 
participate in these opportunities encourages creativity, problem solving, leadership, and personal 
accountability in youth. These are skills that are critical for young leaders to develop, and ones that are 
extremely difficult to develop in disadvantaged, rural communities.  

Overview 

Why Now? 
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The creation of the SSOF would provide immediate support for the continuation and expansion of 
ELOs and new training opportunities for students. Once the SSOF is established here’s how it’ll work:  
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Imagine Scholar staff and students identify and create ELOs 

Students draft proposals and individualized budgets for ELOs, with assistance 
from staff	  

Students submit proposals for funding from SSOF	  

Imagine Scholar administration reviews proposals and awards funding	  

Following ELO completion, student submits evaluation + conducts repayment	  

Instead of grants, the SSOF disperses microfinance loans with two unique repayment structures 
specifically designed for youth from disadvantaged, rural communities. Due to their socio-
economic situation, these youth are overlooked in traditional forms of lending and borrowing. But if 
given the opportunity, their skills, drive and passion are able to provide much needed resources in 
the development of their communities, country and continent. Therefore, unlike other loans, the 
SSOF prioritizes what youth are able to repay: opportunity. Imagine Scholar students and alumni 
either “give back” through projects or low-interest loans. 

Repayment 

Project 

Money 

{ 
{ 

Targ et :  Current Students 
 
Students repay their loan by 
designing a project to share 
knowledge and skill-sets gained 
from ELO with community 
members and peers 

Targ et :  Alumni 
 
Alumni seeking financial aid for 
university would settle on a low-
interest loan to be repaid to the 
SSOF once they have secured a job  

Solution: Part I 

Loans encourage 
sustainability and 
reciprocity, whereas 
grants imply a one-time 
gift. This allows students 
to pay-it-forward and 
create a cycle of 
opportunity within their 
communities. 

Why loans? 

Solution: Part II 
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Student Objectives 
 

ü Accountability 
ü Leadership  
ü Entrepreneurship  
ü Empowerment 
ü Microsoft Excel & Word skills 
ü Advanced writing capabilities 
ü Financial and budgeting knowledge 
ü University preparation 
ü Career insight + training 
ü More ELO opportunities 
ü Expertise in project management 
 
Organizational + Community Objectives  
 

ü Transparency  
ü Enhanced donor engagement  
ü Clear, measureable outcomes 
ü More accurate annual budgeting  
ü Stronger, more cohesive communities 
ü Training for future organization 

managers 
ü Retain local talent 
ü Sustainability 
ü Access to more liquid funding 
ü More mentorship time 
ü Building for the future 

Objectives 
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Budget 

$50,000  
USD 

$3 0, 000 
est im ated am oun t to  
be used  in  2016 

$2 0,000 
remaining  amou nt  wi l l  be  
invested  in  futu re  SSOF 

* Now and later? 

Building for the future is a primary 
goal of the SSOF. By establishing a 
large fund now, Imagine Scholar 
allows staff members to focus more 
time on student mentorship and 
creating ELOs; in the long-term, it 
establishes a viable pathway for 
funding ELOs and sets alumni up to 
be successful in the eventual 
managerial takeover. 
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The SSOF is part of a larger, ongoing organizational movement. By 2020, Imagine Scholar aims to 
begin managerial handoff to alumni, with current international management stepping into advisory 
roles. Why? In order to create holistic, sustainable change in developing areas local leaders must be 
empowered. The SSOF represents a significant step in this transition. The skills gained as students 
and recent alumni will translate into practical skills needed for administration, such as identifying 
funders, writing grant proposals, professional communication, advanced computer proficiency, and 
program planning and evaluation. Additionally, the SSOF better prepares students for university and 
the pursuit of their personal passions into business, which in turn translates into higher paying 
careers and more productive community members. 
 
Furthermore, Imagine Scholar will continue its transition away from international funding. More 
financial support will be generated by alumni – both through direct donations and establishing new 
South African partnerships with individuals, businesses and civic groups. Eventually, the fund will be 
replenished by our alumni and future donors identified by our alumni.   

70+ 
500+ 

The SSOF would provide direct support to over 70+ Imagine 
Scholar students and alumni 

The SSOF would indirectly impact over 500 primary school 
students, secondary school students and community members  

Imagine Scholar is roughly 70% female and 30% male – including 
students and alumni 

Impact 

Long-Term Sustainability 

2016 
 

2020 
 

2025 
 

G o a l  1 : Establish SSOF 
 
G o a l  2 : Increase offering of ELOs 
 

G o a l  1 : Imagine Scholar 
management transitions to alumni 
 
G o a l  2 :  40% of funding derived 
from South African sources 
 

G o a l  1 : 70% of funding derived 
from South African sources  
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ELO Successes 

Imagine Scholar has created countless ELOs for its students. 
Many of these are regional and provincial firsts – opportunities 
and accomplishments never before achieved by local youth:  
 
ü Students accepted to universities across South Africa 

including University of Pretoria, University of Witwatersrand, 
University of Johannesburg and University of Cape Town 

ü Full bursaries to post-secondary programs 
ü First male and female students from Mpumalanga province to 

be accepted to the prestigious African Leadership Academy in 
Johannesburg 

ü Annual multi-university tours 
ü International cultural exchanges to the US and Germany 
ü Student selected for 5-year doctoral track program in Cuba 
ü Grand prize winner at the annual Mpumalanga Electric 

Vehicle Challenge 
ü Launch of homemade spacecraft, in conjunction with East 

London School of Science 
ü Cross-cultural exchanges with schools across the US 
ü Quarterly produced student-written newspaper 
ü First student selected for highly competitive Yale Young 

African Scholar Program in Zimbabwe 
ü Community trash pick-up days 
ü Entrepreneurship Club awarded Merit Award for business 

performance at Johannesburg’s Walk the Talk 
ü Many more! 

Accomplishment: Muzi and Justice, two grade 10 students, were selected as the 
first students from the region to represent Mpumalanga province at the national 
South African Junior Chess Championships (SAJCC) in Cape Town 
 
The Story: Muzi and Justice started playing chess when they were selected for 
Imagine Scholar in 2014. They soon fell in love with the game and played as often 
as they could, learning critical thinking skills and discipline. Imagine Scholar 
encouraged them to explore their passion deeper by joining chess websites and 
participate in local tournaments. From these experiences grew a desire to teach 
younger students. They started a weekly after-school program for primary school 
students.  
 
The Future: Muzi and Justice seek to expand their chess program. Using the 
SSOF, they would be able to apply for funding for more chess sets, teaching 
materials and cover the expenses of attending the SAJCC tournament. Without 
financial assistance, these young leaders would not have the opportunity to 
continue to personally develop and effect community-wide change.	  

Chess 
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A donation to the SSOF is an investment in a powerful group of young African leaders. Students 
who are selected for Imagine Scholar are already involved with a rigorous multi-year leadership 
development program.  
 
 The SSOF will not only provide dynamic ELOs to these youth, it allows them to create additional 
opportunities for the community now and for years into the future. It creates chances to grow, 
learn and develop skillsets and mindsets previously inaccessible to rural students. Ultimately, it 
promotes a cycle of opportunity vitally important for the region, country and continent. 
 
Sustainability is at the forefront of the SSOF. Therefore we encourage donors to consider 
recurring donations. Below are the donation options (all can be made on a recurring basis): 

Imagine Scholar is a registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization – all donations are tax-
deductible. EIN: 27-3014517 

To make a donation, please visit www.imaginescholar.org/ssof or send a check 
made out to Imagine Scholar (for: SSOF) to PO Box 80175 Portland, OR 97280.  

*all donors will receive a year-end report of student-written proposals + evaluations 

Donations: Building the SSOF 
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$25,000 

Donate 

airfare for 2 to South Africa to visit Imagine Scholar 
program center ($2,000 value) + donor plaque 

$10,000 donor plaque installed at Imagine Scholar program 
center 

$5,000 engraved wall brick installed at Imagine Scholar 
program center 

$2,500 engraved ground brick installed at Imagine Scholar 
program center 

$1,000 donor photo added to Donation Wall + Imagine 
Scholar student poetry book + t-shirt 

$500 Imagine Scholar student poetry book + t-shirt 

Level 

Emerald 

Platinum 

Gold 

Silver 

Bronze 

Nickel 

Receive 
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Conclusion 

The SSOF creates critically needed 
opportunities for rural African students. It 
cultivates, well-rounded young leaders who 
not only gain skills themselves, but pass along 
knowledge to their peers and community 
members through a unique, sustainable loan 
repayment system. This entrepreneurial 
approach to development ensures that 
talented youth will be retained within their 
communities, now and well into the future.  

Contact : Nicholas Drushella  

Cal l : (503) 347-5497 

Em ai l : nicholas@imaginescholar.org 

Web: www.imaginescholar.org/ssof 

Mai l : PO Box 80175 Portland, OR 97280	  

Questions? 

Since 2010, Imagine Scholar has flourished as a 
small nonprofit organization by demonstrating 
an ability to thrive in an extremely challenging 
environment. It has drawn sustained 
international support from individuals, groups, 
businesses and grants because of continued 
student successes and careful financial 
management. Visit www.imaginescholar.org for 
more info.	  

More about Imagine 
Scholar 
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making possibility a reality for rural African students 


